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Compound nouns worksheet grade 4

This grammatical section explains English grammar in a clear and simple way. There are sample phrases to show how the language is used. Compound name exercises for class 4 CBSE with PDF responses A compound word is formed when two words are brought together to make a new word with a
different meaning. Some compound names are written as a single word, others as two or more words, and others as hyphenated words. A word composed like baseball, homework, classroom, laptop are called closed compounds. Two or more words composed as police officer, high school, New Mexico
are called open compounds. Words with hyphenated traits like mother-in-law, a third, downtime, exit right are called hyphenated compounds. Introducing Read the story of the picture. A. Answer the following questions depending on the story. 1. Who went to the supermarket with Mina? _____________ 2.
What did they drink before they moved to the grocery store? _____________ 3. What did they decide to buy? ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 1. Closed Compound Word - Open The compound word ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' It's not going to be the last one. Write down the two words that are used to make them. Example: Earthquake - Earthquake - Earthquake 1. tabouret ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
dogcatcher __________________________________________________________________________________________________ classwork ________________________________________________________________________________________________ playpen
________________________________________________________________________________________________ épouvantail _________________________________________________________________________________________________ livre de recettes
______________________________________________________________________________________________ hosrseshoe
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Write them in the whites. The first one was made for you. C. Use hyphens when necessary to make the following words
as compound words. The first one was made for you. 1. stepmother 2. onethird Readymade Passers-by . . . Fiftyfifty - indepth Finalist - eyeopener - eyeopener It's all first, however, however,, learners need to understand what a compound name is and how it works in the context of an English sentence.
Take a look at the worksheets of the following compound names to practice making compound names and put them into sentences. Toothbrush and close-up photo toothpaste A compound name consists of two words that come together to create a unique name. One of the words is usually a name;
however, the other word may be a name, adjective or preposition. Combined, the meaning may or may not relate directly to the root name. Compound names can be closed (one word), open (two words) or hyphenated (two or more words linked by a hyphenated line). Examples of each type of compound
name closed compound names - toothpaste, school, names compounded bedroomopen - ice cream, root beer, compound names at coffee table - four doors, daughter-in-law, six packages Compound names can be composed of a name and an adjective as is the case with the word blackboard.
Sometimes the compound name will not have a name in it at all, as in the word output. Nevertheless, it will always be considered a compound name, because it took the combination of two distinct words to form this new word. Using the table below, match a word to the left with a word on the right to make
compound words. cat hand light note stopbook fish watch shake house How did you do it? Here are the compound words you can do with the above words: catfishhandshakelighthousenotebookstopwatch Now that you have experience in creating compound names, you can use this worksheet to match
their definitions. See how well you know what common compound words mean in a matching exercise. See and download PDF Read the definitions below. Use the word bank words to create the correct compound word that fits each definition. Word Bank: cake, chop, coffee, man, cup, pan, spoon, snow,
stick, tea A food breakfast made on the stove. A winter creation that looks like a person. A common utensil in Asian cuisine. A cup used to enjoy a hot drink. A small measure in a recipe. Could you match the compound words to their definitions? Here are the answers: crepe - A food breakfast made on the
stovetop.snowman - A winter creation that looks like a person.chopstick - A common utensil in the cup of coffee kitchen.coffee Asian - A cup used to enjoy a hot drink.teaspoon - A small measure in a recipe. Using a compound name spreadsheet or two can help in the process of teaching compound
names. However, remember that students have individual needs and requirements. Therefore, these worksheets will need to be mixed with other teaching techniques to ensure a complete education. Use worksheets as well as common and appropriate name worksheets in a comprehensive lesson on the
parts of speech. M.ed. Education A compound word is composed of two words that come together to make a new word. Compound words are used to simplify, shorten and clarify writing. They offer a more accurate option for writers to shorten sentences and words. Compound words are an important part
of the English language because they offer a more sophisticated option for writers to express themselves. There are many words composed in the English language. The combination of two in one word clarifies a student's writing. Our compound worksheets can be used for a variety of grade levels. Here
is a graphic overview of all the worksheets of compound words. Our compound word worksheets are free to download and easy to access in PDF format. Use these worksheets made up at school or at home. Grades K-5 Compound Words Worksheets Here is a graphic overview for all kindergartens, 1st
year, 2nd grade, 3rd year, 4th year, year, Worksheets made up of Grade 5 words. Click on the image to view our compound word worksheets. Working sheets on words composed from grades 6 to 8 Here is a graphic overview of all the worksheets on words composed of grades 6, 7 and 8. Click on the
image to view our compound word worksheets. Worksheets from Grades 9 to 12 Here is a graphic overview of all the worksheets consisting of Grade 9, Grade 10, Grade 11 and Grade 12. Click on the image to view our compound word worksheets. Put the two smaller words together to make a new word.
example: sun -brightness - sunshine1st through 3rd Grades Find the compound word in each sentence and break it into two small words.1st to 3rd Grades Compound Word Picture Puzzles #2On each line, students must combine two name images to make a compound word. For example, students
receive a photo of butter and a photo of a flying insect. They write butterfly.1st to 3rd Grades Choose the two parts that go together to complete each word. Give a definition of the newly created word.1st to 3rd year This printable has 3 parts. Part 1: Surround the compound word. Part 2: What word is
composed? Part 3: Think of a compound word to complete each sentence.1st to 3rd Grades Grades
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